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  Remote Jason Fried,David Heinemeier
Hansson,2013-10-29 The classic guide to working
from home and why we should embrace a virtual
office, from the bestselling authors of Rework “A
paradigm-smashing, compulsively readable case for
a radically remote workplace.”—Susan Cain, New
York Times bestselling author of Quiet Does
working from home—or anywhere else but the
office—make sense? In Remote, Jason Fried and
David Heinemeier Hansson, the founders of
Basecamp, bring new insight to the hotly debated
argument. While providing a complete overview of
remote work’s challenges, Jason and David
persuasively argue that, often, the advantages of
working “off-site” far outweigh the drawbacks. In
the past decade, the “under one roof” model of
conducting work has been steadily declining, owing
to technology that is rapidly creating virtual
workspaces. Today the new paradigm is “move work
to the workers, rather than workers to the
workplace.” Companies see advantages in the way
remote work increases their talent pool, reduces
turnover, lessens their real estate footprint, and
improves their ability to conduct business across
multiple time zones. But what about the workers?
Jason and David point out that remote work means
working at the best job (not just one that is
nearby) and achieving a harmonious work-life
balance while increasing productivity. And those
are just some of the perks to be gained from
leaving the office behind. Remote reveals a
multitude of other benefits, along with in-the-
trenches tips for easing your way out of the
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office door where you control how your workday
will unfold. Whether you’re a manager fretting
over how to manage workers who “want out” or a
worker who wants to achieve a lifestyle upgrade
while still being a top performer professionally,
this book is your indispensable guide.
  Leading Remotely Mike Parkes,2021-06-10 “Rich
and impactful” – Ideas for Leaders More than ever
before, business leaders are responsible for teams
spread across regions, countries, and the entire
globe. As a result of the pandemic, they've also
been increasingly challenged by managing employees
working from home. Leading a remote team is a
unique challenge, and many leaders struggle by
relying upon the skills and approaches that served
them well when leading immediate, onsite teams.
Leading Remotely features practical examples and
insights from leaders across the globe, and draws
upon over 15 years of empirical research to
provide essential advice on how to successfully
lead remote teams. This is a ground-breaking guide
on how to overcome the unique obstacles faced when
leading a remote team, featuring key insights and
advice drawn from experiences of leadership
throughout the pandemic.
  Working Remotely Teresa Douglas,Holly
Gordon,Mike Webber,2020-01-07 The world is now
your office! You can work from home, from a coffee
shop, or even from the gym—but how do you keep on
task and stay motivated when you’re alone. In
Working Remotely, authors Mike, Holly, and Teresa
discuss how to ward off toxic levels of
loneliness, how to get what you need from
colleagues spread across the world, and how to
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network and grow in your career when you are
sitting in an office of one, plus many other
topics that will help you survive and thrive as a
remote worker. Mike, Holly, and Teresa use their
different paths through Kaplan to help the remote
worker figure out how to set up the right
headspace for them. “Working Remotely paints a
very real picture of what it's like to be a remote
worker in an organisation... In contrast to most
books on remote work which have been written with
managers, business owners or freelancers in mind,
Secrets of the Remote Workforce speaks directly to
employees, guiding them through their day to day.”
-Pilar Orti Director of Virtual not Distant
“Working Remotely is a terrific map for helping
employees who work remotely take charge of their
own career. The authors have all survived and
thrived as remote employees... While other
resources focus on how to manage remote employees,
this book highlights the power that employees have
to drive success for themselves.” -Susan Cates,
Strategic Advisor
  Effective Remote Work Dr. James
Stanier,2022-03-28 The office isn't as essential
as it used to be. Flexible working hours and
distributed teams are replacing decades of on-
site, open-plan office culture. Wherever you work
from nowadays, your colleagues are likely to be
somewhere else. No more whiteboards. No more water
coolers. And certainly no Ping-Pong. So how can
you organize yourself, ship software, communicate,
and be impactful as part of a globally distributed
workforce? We'll show you how. It's time to adopt
a brand new mindset. Remote working is here to
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stay. Come and join us. Remote working is on the
rise. Whether or not we are remote workers, it is
likely we are all part of a global workforce. We
need to learn to interact remotely, because we are
all remote from someone in some way. Rather than
simply simulating the way we'd usually work
together via digital means, we have to learn new
communication skills and adopt a different mindset
in order to work remotely effectively,
efficiently, and, most importantly, healthily.
We'll start by getting you set up with the right
equipment and habits. Then, we'll learn the
mindset of treating everyone as remote, and
conquer both synchronous and asynchronous
communication. You'll learn how to produce amazing
artifacts, how to communicate clearly, and how to
manage yourself and your teams. Then we'll look at
the bigger picture: from measuring the remote
readiness of your workplace, to creating a
handbook for your team, to exploring remote-first
culture and tackling burnout and mental well-
being. Fundamentally we'll see that adopting a
remote-working mindset can do wonders for our
organization, our effectiveness, and our impact in
our careers. It can even create a more diverse and
inclusive industry for us all to work in. So what
are you waiting for? The remote future is now. Be
a part of it. What You Need: There are no
prerequisites to reading this book, other than
having had some experience of working in the
software industry and a healthy curiosity.
  Making a Success of Managing and Working
Remotely Sarah Cook,2019 This book will help
managers and team members alike who are about to
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or have already started working remotely. It will
enable managers to comprehend the challenges of
managing remote workers and put strategies in
place to overcome these, and will advise employees
how to approach their work when doing so remotely.
  A Life Lived Remotely Siobhan McKeown,2018-03-13
What happens when we take our lives online? How
are we being changed by immersion in the internet?
How do we know the difference between work and
life when one seems to blend into the other? Part
memoir, part theory, A Life Lived Remotely tells
the story of a transition to the digital age. It
follows the author's journey through remote work,
framing it within the exponential growth of the
internet and the rapid spread of neoliberalism. It
examines how we are being changed by the internet,
how we experience that change, and at the
anxieties and issues that arise. A moment's pause
in a world of fast-paced communication, it
provides a critical reflection on what it means to
come of age along with the internet.
  Remote Sensing of Aquatic Coastal Ecosystem
Processes Laurie L. Richardson,Ellsworth F.
LeDrew,2006-02-02 The aquatic coastal zone is one
of the most challenging targets for environmental
remote sensing. Properties such as bottom
reflectance, spectrally diverse suspended
sediments and phytoplankton communities, diverse
benthic communities, and transient events that
affect surface reflectance (coastal blooms,
runoff, etc.) all combine to produce an optical
complexity not seen in terrestrial or open ocean
systems. Despite this complexity, remote sensing
is proving to be an invaluable tool for Case 2
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waters. This book presents recent advances in
coastal remote sensing with an emphasis on applied
science and management. Case studies of the
operational use of remote sensing in ecosystem
studies, monitoring, and interfacing remote
sensing/science/management are presented. Spectral
signatures of phytoplankton and suspended
sediments are discussed in detail with
accompanying discussion of why blue water (Case 1)
algorithms cannot be applied to Case 2 waters.
Audience This book is targeted for scientists and
managers interested in using remote sensing in the
study or management of aquatic coastal
environments. With only limited discussion of
optics and theory presented in the book, such
researchers might benefit from the detailed
presentations of aquatic spectral signatures, and
to operational management issues. While not
specifically written for remote sensing
scientists, it will prove to be a useful reference
for this community for the current status of
aquatic coastal remote sensing.
  Living the Remote Dream Darren Murph,2015-05-29
Living The Remote Dream details my journey to make
an impact in the world without being constrained
by the concept of a conventional workplace. I hope
this guide will enable more of us to travel the
world, spend more time with our families, and be
even more productive. The daily commute has become
an ingrained part of modern society, largely
defined by what was necessary to communicate and
share ideas decades ago. In the Internet age, the
globe is far smaller. Connectivity is abundant,
and collaborating with colleagues sitting in
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different continents is no longer the challenge it
once was. As the walls of communication have been
shattered by e-mail, video chats and telepresence
solutions, it's time that we redirect the
resources we're spending on our 9 to 5 treks. This
book provides step-by-step guidance in planning
for a remote transition, tackling the topic with
your boss, and working to ensure that you're even
more productive when left to define your own
office. You'll learn what's in my arsenal of
gadgetry, and which tools I lean on most to hone
my focus and productivity. You'll understand that
getting away from the grind is oftentimes what is
needed to find the clarity you've been seeking.
You'll also learn a little about me, my journey
through the halcyon years of tech blogging, and
what careers are best suited for remote working
arrangements. Living The Remote Dream delivers
practical, actionable advice on how to pivot your
career into a remote one. For those who long for
more freedom and flexibility - and are willing to
work for it - this guide is for you.
  The Art of Working Remotely Scott
Dawson,2019-07-25 People aren't typically taught
how to thrive in a distributed workplace. If you
work from home, a coworking space, or coffee shop,
this book is for you. Discover how to set up a
quality workspace. Learn the behaviors and
practices that contribute to remote worker
success. You, too, can thrive in a distributed
workplace.
  Remote Sensing of the Terrestrial Water Cycle
Venkataraman Lakshmi,2014-12-08 Remote Sensing of
the Terrestrial Water Cycle is an outcome of the
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AGU Chapman Conference held in February 2012. This
is a comprehensive volume that examines the use of
available remote sensing satellite data as well as
data from future missions that can be used to
expand our knowledge in quantifying the spatial
and temporal variations in the terrestrial water
cycle. Volume highlights include: - An in-depth
discussion of the global water cycle - Approaches
to various problems in climate, weather,
hydrology, and agriculture - Applications of
satellite remote sensing in measuring
precipitation, surface water, snow, soil moisture,
groundwater, modeling, and data assimilation - A
description of the use of satellite data for
accurately estimating and monitoring the
components of the hydrological cycle - Discussion
of the measurement of multiple geophysical
variables and properties over different landscapes
on a temporal and a regional scale Remote Sensing
of the Terrestrial Water Cycle is a valuable
resource for students and research professionals
in the hydrology, ecology, atmospheric sciences,
geography, and geological sciences communities.
  Remote, Inc. Robert C. Pozen,Alexandra
Samuel,2021-04-27 You can thrive and excel when
you’re working remotely, if you adopt the mindset,
habits and tech tools of professionals who are
even more productive outside the office: Learn to
think like a “business of one,” and that
entrepreneurial mindset will transform your
experience of remote work. Remote work can be
satisfying and productive—once you craft a
strategy that taps into the unique advantages of
working from home. After a year in which many of
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us plunged into remote work overnight, we finally
have a chance to make thoughtful choices about how
to combine remote and office work, and how to make
the most of our days at home. Remote, Inc. gives
you the strategies and tools you need to make
remote work a valuable part of your renewed
working life. Learn how to... Gain control over
how and when you work by focusing on objectives,
not the 9-to-5 workday. Wow your managers by
treating them like valued clients. Beat
information overload by prioritizing important
emails and messages. Make online meetings
purposeful, focused and engaging. Build great
relationships with your colleagues—whether at the
next desk, or another city. Find a balance between
work from home, and life at home. Make a remote
work plan that lets you get the best from time at
the office—and the best of home. Remote, Inc.
takes you inside the mindset and habits of people
who flourish while working outside the office some
or all of the time: people who function like a
“business of one.” That’s how productivity experts
Robert C. Pozen and Alexandra Samuel describe the
mindset that lets people thrive when they’re
working remotely, whether full-time or in
combination with time at the office. You can
follow their lead by embracing the work habits and
independence of a small business owner—while also
tapping into the benefits of collegiality and
online collaboration.
  Computer Processing of Remotely-Sensed Images
Paul M. Mather,Magaly Koch,2011-07-28 This fourth
and full colour edition updates and expands a
widely-used textbook aimed at advanced
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undergraduate and postgraduate students taking
courses in remote sensing and GIS in Geography,
Geology and Earth/Environmental Science
departments. Existing material has been brought up
to date and new material has been added. In
particular, a new chapter, exploring the two-way
links between remote sensing and environmental
GIS, has been added. New and updated material
includes: A website at www.wiley.com/go/mather4
that provides access to an updated and expanded
version of the MIPS image processing software for
Microsoft Windows, PowerPoint slideshows of the
figures from each chapter, and case studies,
including full data sets, Includes new chapter on
Remote Sensing and Environmental GIS that provides
insights into the ways in which remotely-sensed
data can be used synergistically with other
spatial data sets, including hydrogeological and
archaeological applications, New section on image
processing from a computer science perspective
presented in a non-technical way, including some
remarks on statistics, New material on image
transforms, including the analysis of temporal
change and data fusion techniques, New material on
image classification including decision trees,
support vector machines and independent components
analysis, and Now in full colour throughout. This
book provides the material required for a single
semester course in Environmental Remote Sensing
plus additional, more advanced, reading for
students specialising in some aspect of the
subject. It is written largely in non-technical
language yet it provides insights into more
advanced topics that some may consider too
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difficult for a non-mathematician to understand.
The case studies available from the website are
fully-documented research projects complete with
original data sets. For readers who do not have
access to commercial image processing software,
MIPS provides a licence-free, intuitive and
comprehensive alternative.
  HBR Guide to Remote Work Harvard Business
Review,2021-02-02 Get your best work done, no
matter where you do it. Video calls from your
couch. Project reports in a coffee shop.
Presentations at your kitchen table. Working
remotely gives you more flexibility in how and
where you do your job. But being part of a far-
flung team can be challenging. How can you make
remote work work for you? The HBR Guide to Remote
Work provides practical tips and advice to help
you stay productive, avoid distractions, and
collaborate with your team, despite the distance
that separates you. You'll learn to: Create a
regular work-from-home routine Identify the right
technology for your needs Run better virtual
meetings Avoid burnout and video-call fatigue
Manage remote employees Conduct difficult
conversations when you can't meet in person Arm
yourself with the advice you need to succeed on
the job, with the most trusted brand in business.
Packed with how-to essentials from leading
experts, the HBR Guides provide smart answers to
your most pressing work challenges.
  The Everything Guide to Remote Work Jill
Duffy,2022-02-08 Discover the secret to being
productive and successful no matter where you are
with this essential guide to remote work. During
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COVID-19, working from home became the new normal.
Now, both employers and employees find that the
remote work they were forced to adjust to may be,
well, better—financially, sustainably, and even in
terms of overall morale and productivity. But
working from home is not without its challenges.
It can be difficult to eliminate distractions,
strike a solid work/life balance, and maintain
social connections that are crucial in the
workplace. Whether you’re trying to find and land
a job from the comfort of your home, learning to
manage a virtual team, or dream of living a
digital nomad lifestyle, The Everything Guide to
Remote Work has everything you need to be
successful. You’ll learn to optimize your own
workplace culture, whether it’s in your home
office or a constantly changing backdrop. So
whether your company continues to work remotely
full time or you only have to go to the office a
few days a week, you’ll be armed with all the
tools you’ll need to make the most out of this new
lifestyle.
  Remote Work Revolution Tsedal Neeley,2021-03-30
LONGLISTED FOR THE FINANCIAL TIMES & MCKINSEY
BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR “I often talk about the
importance of trust when it comes to work: the
trust of your employees and building trust with
your customers. This book provides a blueprint for
how to build and maintain that trust and
connection in a digital environment.” —Eric S.
Yuan, founder and CEO of Zoom A Harvard Business
School professor and leading expert in virtual and
global work provides remote workers and leaders
with the best practices necessary to perform at
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the highest levels in their organizations. The
rapid and unprecedented changes brought on by
Covid-19 have accelerated the transition to remote
working, requiring the wholesale migration of
nearly entire companies to virtual work in just
weeks, leaving managers and employees scrambling
to adjust. This massive transition has forced
companies to rapidly advance their digital
footprint, using cloud, storage, cybersecurity,
and device tools to accommodate their new remote
workforce. Experiencing the benefits of remote
working—including nonexistent commute times, lower
operational costs, and a larger pool of global job
applicants—many companies, including Twitter and
Google, plan to permanently incorporate remote
days or give employees the option to work from
home full-time. But virtual work has it
challenges. Employees feel lost, isolated, out of
sync, and out of sight. They want to know how to
build trust, maintain connections without in-
person interactions, and a proper work/life
balance. Managers want to know how to lead
virtually, how to keep their teams motivated, what
digital tools they’ll need, and how to keep
employees productive. Providing compelling,
evidence-based answers to these and other pressing
issues, Remote Work Revolution is essential for
navigating the enduring challenges teams and
managers face. Filled with specific actionable
steps and interactive tools, this timely book will
help team members deliver results previously out
of reach. Following Neeley’s advice, employees
will be able to break through routine norms to
successfully use remote work to benefit
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themselves, their groups, and ultimately their
organizations.
  Great Pajama Jobs Kerry E. Hannon,2020-08-25
Find out how to secure and thrive in a work-from-
home or remote-access job. Get out of your work
clothes and into pajamas for good! Did you fall in
love with working from home during the months of
coronavirus restrictions? Is working in your
pajamas appealing? Do you want to earn some income
on the side? In 2020, the workplace has been
transformed and working from home has exploded. It
may, in fact, be the new reality of working for
many of us, some full-time, some as a hybrid work
scenario. With some information and expert
guidance, you can transform your workday, take
control of your time, and explore exciting new
opportunities. Great Pajama Jobs: Your Complete
Guide to Working from Home is your playbook. Until
recently, you may have gone to an office that was
uninspiring or chaotic, or spent a large part of
your busy day responding to emails and working on
computer–tasks that could easily be accomplished
from home. You may have spent hours commuting each
day. Then too, you may be a military spouse in
search of an ideal remote job to take with you to
a new base, or you may need to manage your
personal health issues or caregiving duties. Or
you may simply want to inch a little closer to a
more favorable work-life balance. The truth is you
may need the autonomy and flexibility of working
remotely for a myriad of reasons. Great Pajama
Jobs is your ultimate guide to finding a job where
you can work remotely and advance your career
while working in pajamas (or certainly something
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more comfortable than traditional work garb).
Learn the nuts and bolts of how to land a remote-
access job you love that will allow you to thrive
in your career or bring in extra income in
retirement Discover up-to-date resources for
finding a solid work from home job for
professionals Read insightful interviews with
professionals who have already made the move
successfully Learn more about leading companies
recognized for providing remote employment
opportunities Explore great remote jobs in a
variety of fields There’s something here for
everyone, a job-hunter’s smorgasbord. No, this is
not the master list of every job under the sun,
but you’ll discover plenty of ideas to spur your
imagination about how you can make the most of
your talents to create work that, well, works for
you. Each job description follows this format: the
nitty-gritty, pay range, and qualifications
needed, with a smattering of job-hunting tips
tossed in. In “Kerry’s Great Pajama Jobs
Workshop,” you’ll reap the benefits of
professional advice and strategies with
information to help you land that work-from-home
job, including a resume revamp, the best online
job boards for home-based positions, tips on time
management and organizing a productive home
office, tax advice, and help with saving for
retirement when you're on your own. Working from
home is here, and it’s real. This year’s work-
from-home mandates for many workers around the
world, due to the coronavirus, has pushed many
employers to embrace and trust remote work.
Technology has already boosted the phenomenal
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growth of home-based employment in recent years
and continues to do so. Remote jobs are popular
for a good reason. They save you commute time and
allow you to focus on completing your work
productively and successfully, and they typically
provide employers significant cost savings as
well. You have the flexibility to choose career
opportunities that do not require you to commit
long hours inside an office environment.
Experience all that a more flexible position can
offer when you look to the guidance found in this
remote employment roadmap. If you land home office
work, comfortable work clothing or even PJs may be
your wardrobe of the future. Great Pajama Jobs
will help you get on track to finding the best
remote job for you.
  How to Thrive in the Virtual Workplace Robert
Glazer,2021-06-01 An instant #1 Wall Street
Journal bestseller and USA Today bestseller! The
remote work revolution has been rapidly
accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Organizations as big as Twitter have learned their
employees didn't need an office to get great
results, and employees are using the flexibility
of remote work to live where they want, ditch
their commutes and live a work-life integration
that works for them. Remote work is here to stay,
and the companies that do it well will have a
clear competitive advantage in the future. As
founder and CEO of Acceleration Partners, a 100
percent remote organization with 170 employees who
work from home, Robert Glazer has discovered that
with the right principles, tactics and tools for
managing remote employees, many businesses can
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excel in a virtual world. In this highly
actionable book, Glazer shares how he and his team
built a remote organization that has been
recognized with dozens of awards for its industry
performance and company culture. A timely,
practical, and highly informative guide to
effective techniques for remote work; of benefit
to practitioners or students of business. Highly
recommended.—Library Journal, STARRED review How
to Thrive in the Virtual Workplace shares insights
from the remote employee, manager and leader
perspectives, offering a blueprint any person can
use to make remote work successful, productive and
fulfilling. Learn how to leverage the flexibility
of remote work, be more productive while working
at home, avoid burnout, lead a team of virtual
employees and build an organization that sets the
gold standard for virtual work. The remote work
revolution is here—the leaders who will build the
future are the ones who can lead top performing
virtual teams. Learn how to build a world-class
organization—office no longer required.
  Comprehensive Remote Sensing ,2017-11-08
Comprehensive Remote Sensing covers all aspects of
the topic, with each volume edited by well-known
scientists and contributed to by frontier
researchers. It is a comprehensive resource that
will benefit both students and researchers who
want to further their understanding in this
discipline. The field of remote sensing has
quadrupled in size in the past two decades, and
increasingly draws in individuals working in a
diverse set of disciplines ranging from
geographers, oceanographers, and meteorologists,
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to physicists and computer scientists. Researchers
from a variety of backgrounds are now accessing
remote sensing data, creating an urgent need for a
one-stop reference work that can comprehensively
document the development of remote sensing, from
the basic principles, modeling and practical
algorithms, to various applications. Fully
comprehensive coverage of this rapidly growing
discipline, giving readers a detailed overview of
all aspects of Remote Sensing principles and
applications Contains ‘Layered content’, with each
article beginning with the basics and then moving
on to more complex concepts Ideal for advanced
undergraduates and academic researchers Includes
case studies that illustrate the practical
application of remote sensing principles, further
enhancing understanding
  Making a Success of Managing and Working
Remotely Sarah Cook,2019-07-11 This book will help
managers and team members alike who are about to
or have already started working remotely. It will
enable managers to comprehend the challenges of
managing remote workers and put strategies in
place to overcome these, and will advise employees
how to approach their work when doing so remotely.
  On Killing Remotely Lieutenant Colonel Wayne
Phelps,2021-06-08 A “can’t-miss for anyone
interested in current military affairs,” On
Killing Remotely reveals and explores the costs—to
individual soldiers and to society—of the way we
wage war today (Kirkus Reviews, starred).
Throughout history society has determined specific
rules of engagement between adversaries in armed
conflict. With advances in technology, from armor
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to in the Middle Ages to nerve gas in World War I
to weapons of mass destruction in our own time,
the rules have constantly evolved. Today, when
killing the enemy can seem palpably risk-free and
tantamount to playing a violent video game, what
constitutes warfare? What is the effect of remote
combat on individual soldiers? And what are the
unforeseen repercussions that could affect us all?
Lt Col Wayne Phelps, former commander of a
Remotely Piloted Aircraft unit, addresses these
questions and many others as he tells the story of
the men and women of today’s “chair force.”
Exploring the ethics of remote military
engagement, the misconceptions about PTSD among
RPA operators, and the specter of military
weaponry controlled by robots, his book is an
urgent and compelling reminder that it should
always be difficult to kill another human being
lest we risk losing what makes us human.

Reviewing (Remotely: Unlocking the Spellbinding
Force of Linguistics

In a fast-paced world fueled by information and
interconnectivity, the spellbinding force of
linguistics has acquired newfound prominence. Its
capacity to evoke emotions, stimulate
contemplation, and stimulate metamorphosis is
really astonishing. Within the pages of
"(Remotely," an enthralling opus penned by a
highly acclaimed wordsmith, readers embark on an
immersive expedition to unravel the intricate
significance of language and its indelible imprint
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on our lives. Throughout this assessment, we shall
delve in to the book is central motifs, appraise
its distinctive narrative style, and gauge its
overarching influence on the minds of its readers.
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